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Wuzu was surprised again. This boy's strength not only improved by leaps and bounds, but also the 

martial arts he was in charge of were extremely rebellious! 

 

If you don't give up today, the next time will be your own destruction! 

 

The world of sword was smashed by Bing Zi Jue, but the countless pieces were constantly reorganized 

and finally turned into a huge sword! 

 

The huge sword tore the rules in the Zhenxie plate, and with the power to frighten the soul, he went to 

Ye Chen! 

 

"Hongmeng big starry sky! Go 

 

A starry sky appears in an instant! 

 

"The red dust God pulse, dominates the spirit!" 

 

A huge shield appeared in front of Ye Chen! 

 

The atmosphere of red dust is all over the giant shield. At the same time, under the influence of 

Hongmeng big star sky, there are star patterns on the red dust! 

 

In an instant, the sword collided with the star pattern shield! 

 

Endless waves rolling, ye Chen's body was overturned in an instant, but finally stabilized. 



 

Then, ye Chen's face changed greatly, and the huge shield appeared cracks. The next second, it turned 

into fragments! 

 

At the same time, the huge sword came to Ye Chen without hesitation. 

 

There was an evil smile in the corner of Wuzu's mouth. 

 

"This boy is evil, but I have an evil sword. How can you fight against it?" 

 

"The so-called barren old man can save you once, maybe twice?" 

 

See the huge sword to penetrate Ye Chen's body! A vast and magnificent country gradually emerged 

from the world of zhenxipan. 

 

That's the weather of reincarnation! 

 

Although the spirit enters, the vision of reincarnation in heaven is rooted in Ye Chen's blood! 

 

As soon as the reincarnation of heaven comes out, it seems that the rules in the Zhenxie disk are 

completely changed. The huge sword turns into a little dust in an instant. The breeze blows and 

completely dissipates! 

 

At this moment, Wuzu's smile is completely stiff!! But soon, his eyes were replaced by the intention of 

killing again! 

 

Because after a broken blow, the reincarnation of heaven is dim for a few minutes! That is to say, the 

boy's cards are limited! 

 

"The way of evil sorcery, the soul of sword, broken!" 

 



Wuzu held the evil sword in his hand, and endless evil spirit filled the evil sword. Wuzu's eyes were 

extremely strange, as if they had turned into a great devil! 

 

Big devil anger, a sword, all the world is destroyed! 

 

"This sword, I see how your reincarnation heaven can stop it!" 

 

Language falls, a black sword Qi soars to the sky, unexpectedly runs through the sky, this town evil dish 

world unexpectedly appeared a crack. 

 

As soon as the crack came out, the air of lost time and space entered slowly. 

 

Ye Chen's reincarnation of heaven also completely dissipated. 

 

Can reincarnation heaven dissipate, ye Chen is not depressed, but eyes full of surprise, he looked at the 

lost time and space waves, to Wuzu way: "thank you." 

 

Wu Zu was stunned, but instantly responded: "Why are you in lost time and space?" 

 

"Damn it" 

 

If it were in other places, the rules in the Zhenxie disk would be fixed. But Wuzu never thought that the 

current place was lost time and space! 

 

He just wanted to have a plan, ye Chen's figure has already soared to the sky, toward that crack and go! 

 

When ye Chen is ready to leave, he takes a deep look at Wu Zu and the evil sword 

 

"Wuzu, before long, I will erase you from the evil tray." 

 



"Also, you evil sword, since you long for freedom, I will never let you be free!" 

 

Language falls, the figure of Ye Chen disappears completely. 

 

And the leaf Chen that the outside crosses leg and sits also opens eyes! 

 

He took a look at the Zhenxie disk in front of him and quickly used his means to repair it! 

 

An hour later, ye Chen breathed out: "fortunately, I chose to enter here, otherwise the consequences 

would be unimaginable!" 

 

"It's time to break through the four layers... Let's go out first." 

 

Ye Chen left the lost time and space, and soon returned to the outside world. 

 

"Master, what's the matter?" 

 

The blood dragon sees Ye Chen to come out, immediately asks. 

 

Ye Chenyang raised the map in his hand and the ancient jade of ten thousand poisons, and said, "I have 

got the map and a jade pendant, which can help me improve the tablet of poisons." 

 

The wind emperor's affair, the relation is too big, the leaf Chen didn't elaborate, lest touch the sky 

machine, only said that oneself smoothly got the map. 

 

XUELONG said happily, "great! Let's see where the blood demon clan is. " 

 

"Don't worry. I'll refine the ancient jade of ten thousand poisons first. I'll protect the Dharma for me." 

 



Ye Chen orders him to go down and let the blood dragon continue to protect the Dharma. He sits down 

with his knees crossed and sacrifices ten thousand poisonous ancient jade. He feels the strong 

poisonous gas in it, and his heart can't help shivering. 

 

This jade pendant is really powerful. If the poison tablet is absorbed, it can definitely transform. 

 

If the poison stele changes, ye Chen's cultivation can also cross the threshold of three-tier heaven and 

reach the realm of four tier heaven! 

 

I have to say that the jade pendant of emperor Feng came in time. 

 

"Poison tablet, come out!" 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and offered the tablet to the emperor. The soldier's formula turned on and 

directly melted the ancient jade into the tablet. 

 

Whoa! 

 

The whole jade pendant melted on the spot, turned into a black poison, and penetrated into the tablet. 

 

Hum! 

 

The whole tablet suddenly vibrated, and the black fog filled out. The black light twinkled, which turned 

into the visions of centipedes, toads, poisonous snakes, toads, scorpions and other poisons. It was very 

strange and gloomy. 

 

Click! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also felt the transformation of muscles and bones in his body, and the 

ancient poison God pulse related to the poison tablet made his blood boil violently. 

 



With Ye Chen as the center, a terrible poisonous gas spreads out, and the surrounding grass and trees 

are all corroded into scorched black, sniffing and then turning into nothingness. 
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The poisonous gas is constantly spreading, and even the whole glass treasure land will be completely 

destroyed! 

 

"What a terrible breath 

 

The blood dragon is surprised, and runs Wanxiang Tianshu to compress Ye Chen's poison gas in a small 

range, so as not to spread out and cause disaster. 

 

Nourished by the ancient jade of ten thousand poisons, the tablet of poisons has completed its 

transformation almost in a flash, and even ye Chen's ancient poisons have reached perfection. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

Ye Chen's whole body is full of immortal Qi, Buddha Qi, evil Qi, poison gas, fighting Qi and so on. All 

kinds of breath are resplendent and magnificent, such as the clouds and clouds. 

 

His cultivation breath, also at this moment, smoothly breakthrough, from the true realm of three days, 

promoted to the point of four days! 

 

"That's great. It's a breakthrough!" 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, clenched his fist, and his fist bone crackled, full of surging power. 

 

With the nourishment of ten thousand poisonous ancient jade, his cultivation finally broke through the 

limitation of three-tier heaven, and smoothly stepped into the fourth tier heaven. 



 

This breakthrough is a great leap from the early stage to the middle stage of the reality. 

 

Ye Chen only felt that his fighting power, supernatural power, qi movement and so on had a qualitative 

transformation in all aspects. 

 

Now he is so powerful that he can kill xuanjiyue in fifty moves without relying on the blood dragon. You 

can imagine how powerful he is. 

 

Of course, we need to pay attention to the earth, the atmosphere, the cause and effect of geomantic 

omen and so on. We can't go to xuanjiyue's home court, otherwise the terrain will be unfavorable and 

the victory and defeat will be reversed in an instant. 

 

Now xuanjiyue, if she wants to defeat yechen, either rely on the geographical advantages of Ziwei 

Xinghe, or cut the shackles, otherwise she has no chance. 

 

"Congratulations, master, smooth breakthrough! If you want to kill xuanjiyue, it's like killing an ant! " 

 

The blood dragon was excited and congratulated. 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and said, "your words are too exaggerated. Although my fighting power is 

above Xuanji moon, it's not so far off the mark." 

 

"Xuanjiyue's chance is not bad. After all, she is the master of fate." 

 

XUELONG said: "anyway, your strength has surpassed xuanjiyue. It's a matter of certainty. We have been 

suppressed for so long, so we can crush her in turn!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said: "don't say this, wanxu is our real enemy. Now the wanxu crisis is not over, it's 

better to find the blood demon clan as soon as possible and seek an alliance." 

 

Say, ye Chen sacrifice that map, slowly spread out. 



 

This is a map drawn by the father of the wind family, who worked hard in those years, covering the 

cause and effect of the whole earth. 

 

This map is not a dead object, but changes with the fate of heaven. As the local heart plate changes, the 

map will also change. It will always be accurate and mysterious. 

 

As soon as ye Chen unfolds the map, a vast world emerges. Light and shadow float and sink, mountains 

and rivers shuttle, and infinite causes and effects are contained in it. 

 

"What a magnificent map!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the vast map in front of him and couldn't help exclaiming. 

 

Along with the cause and effect on the map, he also saw many ancient secrets. 

 

A long time ago, the blood demon clan lived in the inner earth, and once controlled half of the territory. 

 

That is to say, half of the territory of geocentric domain once belonged to the blood demon clan! 

 

It can be imagined that this blood demon clan, at its peak, is so brilliant. 

 

The blood demon clan is the existence of the demon clan. At the beginning of the birth of the human 

race in the earth's heart, there was a contradiction between the blood demon clan and the human race. 

In a certain era, the human race rose and the ten great heavenly kings were born. They led the human 

race to fight against the blood demon clan. 

 

As a result of the war, naturally, the Terran won, and the top ten Heavenly Kings dominated everything, 

while the blood demon clan was eventually expelled to a barren mountain. 

 

That barren mountain, now known as the blood demon mountain range, is the only territory of the 

blood demon tribe. 



 

After the end of the war that year, the two clans made a contract and never violated it. 

 

The blood demon clan is so deep that even the ancestors of the heavenly kings could not kill them all. 

They could only drive out the armistice and make an agreement not to fight. 

 

"Is it in the blood demon mountains?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are fixed. He knows that he has the body of the sky demon and the blood of the Xuan 

demon. The ancestors of the two demon families inherit it. Maybe he has a chance to persuade the 

blood demon family to be an ally! 

 

The blood demon clan has been recuperating for many years, and their strength has been greatly 

restored. It is only because of the restriction of no war agreement that they did not launch a war. 

 

But in fact, their strength is already above the Tianjun family, which can not be underestimated. 

 

If you can get the help of the blood demon clan, ye Chen will be more sure to fight against wanxu. 

 

"Go, go, go to the blood demon mountain range!" 

 

Ye Chen flies to the sky and follows the directions on the map to the blood demon mountains. At the 

same time, he leaves a sign to say goodbye to the sisters of the wind family and the three nationalities. 

 

The imperial dragon flies all the way, flies half way, but ye Chen suddenly feels that someone is 

following behind! 

 

The smell of the stalker is very deep, but ye Chen is so alert that he finds out all of a sudden. 

 

"Master, someone is following." 

 



The blood dragon also found it, he reminded softly. 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, stopped his figure immediately, looked back at the void behind him and said 

coldly, "Xiao Qingyan, what are you doing with me?" 

 

That stalker's breath, leaf Chen has already caught, even know the other party is Xiao light Yan. 

 

Blood dragon micro sense surprised, he only know someone tracking, but don't know who is tracking, 

didn't expect Ye Chen has seen out. 

 

Hum! 

 

There was a ripple in the void. A woman with scarlet eyes, pale skin and white hair stepped out of the 

void with bare feet. She was Xiao Qingyan. 

 

"Ha ha, Lord of reincarnation, you really have a good vision. Your accomplishments have improved 

again." 

 

Xiao light Yan a Jiao smile, eyes with spring wave, eyes Yingying looking at Ye Chen. 

 

"What are you doing with me?" 

 

Ye Chen sinks a voice way. 

 

Xiao Qingyan's eyes were like silk, and he said with a smile, "it's nothing. I just want to practice with you. 

You have the fluctuation of archaic poison gas. If I can get a little nourishment from you, my crimson 

genuine Qi can be transformed into crimson poison gas, which is of great benefit to my cultivation." 

 

Ye Chen refines the ancient jade of ten thousand poisons. The tablet of poisons is transformed, and the 

breath remains, but Xiao Qingyan senses it. 

 



Xiao Qingyan is also very interested in this poisonous gas. If she can absorb it, her accomplishments will 

be transformed. 

 

When ye Chen heard that she was still thinking about Shuangxiu, he nodded his head and pulled his face 

slightly. He said, "you don't have to mention Shuangxiu any more. It's no use tracking me. I won't like 

you, and I won't do it with you." 

 

If it wasn't for the face of the sword God, ye Chen would have been in trouble. 

 

Xiao light Yan smile, said: "the so-called sincere, gold and stone for open, reincarnation of the Lord, one 

day, you will understand my mind." 
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Ye Chen said: "I'm afraid you don't want to squeeze me dry. You'd better stay away from me and don't 

really make me angry." 

 

Finish saying, ye Chen also doesn't care Xiao light Yan, continue to fly to the blood demon mountain 

range. 

 

Xiao light Yan ha ha a smile, but did not give up, body flash into the void, still in the dark with Ye Chen. 

 

Finally, at nightfall, ye Chen came under a mountain range. 

 

This mountain range, rolling, I do not know how many thousands of miles, monstrous, cliff jungle, 

vaguely visible one after another ancient palace, there are many bones altar, countless ghosts, ghosts 

and ghosts in prayer, voice hoarse, whine, wind bursts, it is not cold and shudder. 

 

"This is... The legendary blood demon mountain range!? This guy, what are you doing here? " 

 

Xiao light Yan stealth in the mountains, but did not easily appear, secretly guess Ye Chen's intention. 



 

She saw the legend of the blood demon clan in the ancient books of the Xiao family, but she didn't know 

where the blood demon mountain range was, but she didn't expect that ye Chen found this place. 

 

Ye Chen's Dragon comes out of the blood demon mountain range. There are two night forks patrolling in 

the sky. When they find Ye Chen, they immediately fly over and shout: 

 

"Stop! Where come the human race, dare to break into the blood demon mountain area without 

permission, don't you die? " 

 

The two night fork patrol guard, carrying Trident, murderous stopped Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, the reincarnation leader, visits the blood demon clan. Please meet me in the mountains." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and reported his identity. He had expressed his sincerity and was shocked. 

 

The two night fork patrol guard a listen, immediately big shock, way: "you are reincarnation of the 

Lord?" 

 

The reputation of the reincarnation Lord has already been heard all over the earth. Even the emperor of 

ten thousand ruins was killed by the reincarnation Lord. 

 

This matter, blood demon clan also received intelligence, lift clan vibration. 

 

Now hear ye Chen visit, those two night fork patrol guard, immediately don't dare to neglect, one of 

humanity: "please wait here." Turn around and report. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and waited in place. 

 

After a while, the sky boomed, filled with demons, and the mist covered the moonlight, which made the 

world bleak. 



 

In the gloomy night sky, there are two terrible huge figures, slowly emerged. 

 

These two figures are not Terrans, but demons in the ancient era. 

 

A figure, is a huge to outrageous octopus, I do not know how many tentacles, demon like across the sky, 

there are thousands of pairs of eyes, flashing dark green light, shining in the sky, very strange. 

 

Another figure is a big black bird. Its wings spread out to cover the universe. It is vast and boundless. As 

soon as its feathers vibrate, it rolls up the endless storm of the black moon, which is suffocating. 

 

These two monsters, one called the devil ancient god, the other called the black dead bird, are big 

monsters in the ancient myth. 

 

"Elder devil, elder black dead bird." 

 

That night fork patrols guard, salutes toward two big demons in the sky, the manner is modest. 

 

The two big demons made a gentle promise, but they shook the sky like thunder, and the momentum 

was very terrible. 

 

"It's said that the blood of reincarnation is superior to the sky. Today, it's really extraordinary." 

 

In the sky, the demon and ancient god's eyes are watching Ye Chen. They are touching and waving like 

octopus, as if they are welcoming, but they look very strange and gloomy. It's like the arrival of the 

ancient demon God, which makes people palpitating. 

 

"It's just a real world, but I'm afraid the real combat effectiveness is enough to kill us." 

 

The other elder, the black dead bird, also made a voice of praise. When he spoke, his feathers fell down, 

which aroused a gust of evil wind, and his vigorous Qi was surging to the sky. 



 

Ye Chen saw a lot of big scenes, but he didn't like it. He held his figure and said: "the two elders are over 

praised." 

 

The devil, the ancient god and the black dead bird are in the half step hundred shackles state, and they 

haven't broken the shackles yet. The surface momentum is really terrible, but in Ye Chen's eyes, they are 

all flowery, and he can kill them with one sword. 

 

Even if the other side has good luck, but with Ye Chen's current strength, it is enough to easily kill them. 

 

However, the purpose of Ye Chen's visit is to talk about cooperation, not fighting, so his words are quite 

polite. 

 

The devil said: "Lord of reincarnation, your body is very strange. It's the body of heaven demon. It has a 

long history with our demon family. You're visiting today. I don't know what's the matter." 

 

The devil, the ancient god and the black dead bird both saw the particularity of Ye Chen's constitution. 

They caught a trace of familiar evil spirit, which had a deep relationship with them. 

 

Ye Chen came this time, obviously with goodwill, not to make trouble. 

 

"Now wanxu is in deep crisis. I want to form an alliance with aristocrats to fight against wanxu." 

 

Ye Chen straight to the point, sincere way. 

 

The ancient demon God "Oh", slightly surprised, said: "do you want to win over my blood demon clan 

and fight against the wanxu temple?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "exactly!" 

 

The evil ancient god and the black dead bird look at each other. They both look dignified. Naturally, they 

know the horror of wanxu temple. 



 

Wanxu temple and reincarnation struggle, if the winner, who can dominate the world. 

 

If the blood demon clan and ye Chen alliance, once they win the final victory, they can also get great 

benefits. 

 

But if it fails, I'm afraid the whole blood demon clan will be removed from wanxu! 

 

The devil said: "the alliance is a big thing, not a small one. We need to ask the demon emperor." 
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The demon emperor of the blood demon clan, named jiumie demon emperor, is a big nine headed 

snake demon. He has been practicing for thousands of years. He is a super strong man in the two-tier 

heaven of Baiji realm. He cut off 72 flail at that time, and has a deep foundation. 

 

Ye Chen said: "then I'd like to invite two elders to open the mountain. I'll talk to the elder demon 

emperor in person." 

 

The blood demon mountain range is covered by a layer of prohibition. You need to open it to get in. 

 

In the sky, the devil, the ancient god and the black dead bird did not open the Mountain Gate 

immediately after hearing Ye Chen's words. 

 

The two elders looked scared. 

 

The devil said: "Lord of reincarnation, do you really want to cooperate and form an alliance?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "nature is sincere." 



 

The ancient devil said sternly, "well, what's the matter with the man behind you? Why did you bring the 

people from Tianjun family?" 

 

It turns out that Xiao Qingyan's breath was discovered by the two elders. 

 

But see the devil ancient god tentacle wave, such as whip magic chain like rolling through the void, PA, 

smash space, Xiao light Yan figure, then exposed. 

 

"You two monsters, can't I pass by? Have you been offended? " 

 

Xiao Qingyan came out, gritted her teeth, and looked at the huge octopus and the dark bird in the sky. 

When she looked at them, she didn't have the slightest fear. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. Although she knew Xiao Qingyan's character was perverse, she didn't expect that at 

this time, she even dared to speak hard. 

 

You know, Tianjun aristocratic family is the mortal enemy of the blood demon family. The blood demon 

family has a great hatred for Tianjun aristocratic family, and they want to kill them for revenge. Xiao 

Qingyan dares to speak wild words in other people's territory, which is just looking for death. 

 

Sure enough, the two elders looked gloomy, but they didn't attack immediately in Ye Chen's face. 

 

The devil said: "Lord of reincarnation, give us an explanation. Since you sincerely cooperate, why do you 

want to bring a member of Tianjun family?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "she was not brought by me. She came by herself." 

 

The devil said, "is she your friend?" 

 

Ye Chen stayed for a while, thought for a while, way: "this problem is a bit complicated, barely count." 



 

The devil said: "yes, no, No. what's the complexity? Since you sincerely want to cooperate, kill this 

woman, and we'll let you in immediately. " 

 

Xiao Qingyan is a member of the Tianjun family. In those days, the Tianjun family once killed countless 

powerful demons. Therefore, the blood demons always hate the Tianjun family. Moreover, Xiao Qingyan 

just uttered wild words, which angered them even more. 

 

Ye Chen's face slightly a change, didn't expect the other party to put forward this request. 

 

Xiao Qingyan laughed and said, "what are you, who are qualified to command the Lord of reincarnation? 

Tell you to get out of here 

 

The devil, the ancient god, and the black dead bird were angry. Xiao Qingyan dared to be so arrogant on 

the boundary of the blood demon mountains, and he didn't pay attention to them. 

 

However, Xiao light Yan is also right, they really have no right to order Ye Chen. 

 

"The descendants of the sword God? Sure enough, I'm still a woman, but if I'm too crazy, I won't live 

long. " 

 

At this time, a cold, gloomy, sharp and murderous voice suddenly sounded. 

 

But in the distant night sky, the black air is deep, and the evil fog is full of air. There is a huge, terrible 

and ferocious figure gradually emerging from the evil fog. 

 

That's a terrible Hydra monster! 

 

The nine headed snake has nine heads, each of which is fierce and has different scales. The long snake 

neck is high and breathes scarlet letter. The sharp fangs like swords can be seen faintly, which is very 

terrible. 

 



This big demon is the master of the blood demon family, named jiumie demon emperor. His real body is 

an ancient nine headed snake! 

 

Hydra eyes fierce, staring at Xiao light Yan, all over the evil spirit spurt thin. 

 

A terrible scene appeared, only space distortion, Xiao light Yan side of the void, suddenly out of a 

thousand poisonous snakes, crazy to her bite away. 

 

"A hundred flail realm master, still want to attack me secretly?" 

 

As soon as Xiao Qingyan's face changed, he hastened to stir up his aura, and the crimson fog gushed out 

to repel the poisonous snakes, and then he left to dodge. 

 

But those poisonous snakes, just like gangrene attached to bones, came to her like crazy. 

 

Xiao light Yan can't resist, fly to Ye Chen side in a hurry. 

 

The jiumie demon emperor was a terrible master in Baiji realm. His accomplishments were even higher 

than Xuanji moon. Before Xuanji moon was born, he was a super strong man in the center of the earth. 

You can imagine how powerful he was. 

 

This time, he used a little means, and immediately made Xiao Xiaoyan extremely embarrassed, even to 

be bitten to death by a poisonous snake, which showed the great gap in strength. 

 

"Protect me!" 

 

Xiao light Yan flew to Ye Chen's side, directly hugged Ye Chen's arm. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. Seeing the poisonous snakes coming from all around, he didn't have time to think 

about it. He drank: "ancient poisonous pulse, open!" 

 



In an instant, the ancient venomous vein, which had just been transformed into a perfect one, opened 

up, and a dense poisonous fog spread out, sweeping all around, rolling all the poisonous snakes in. 

 

Under the fierce poisonous fog, those poisonous snakes, instantly dead, fell from the sky. 

 

"Good Kung Fu! The reincarnation Lord is really extraordinary 

 

The jiumie demon emperor exclaimed and changed into a man in a dark robe with the totem of Hydra in 

his hand. He looked like a wizard in an ancient tribe. His breath was gloomy and strange. There were 

poisonous snakes crawling around his arms, neck, ears and cheeks. 

 

"My friend is a little perverse. Please don't blame me for that." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and apologized to the nine demon emperor. 

 

Xiao light Yan this time, still want to open a mouth to refute, was Ye Chen to stare one eye, didn't speak 

again. 

 

She is not afraid of anything, but she still attaches great importance to Ye Chen's attitude. After all, she 

wants to practice with Ye Chen. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor ha ha a smile, way: "reincarnation Lord, you want to cooperate with 

alliance also can, your supernatural power inside story is very deep, future achievement can absolutely 

surpass Yu Huang Gu Di, I alliance with you, is my blessing, later can follow to enjoy happiness." 

 

Ye Chen's heart is a joy, way: "elder generation is willing to promise alliance? That would be great. " 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor cold Sen Sen a smile, way: "however, I have a condition." 

 

Ye Chen said: "what conditions?" 

 



Jiumie demon emperor pointed to Xiao Qingyan and said: "kill her, she is a member of the emperor's 

family, and dare to speak wildly in the territory of our blood demon clan. Her attitude is too arrogant 

and rude. Reincarnation Lord, you kill her, use her blood to make a alliance, we can become the most 

firm ally." 

 

Ye Chen's face changes. Although he doesn't like Xiao Qingyan, he is the descendant of the ancestor of 

the sword God. He has received the favor of the ancestor of the sword God, and has become a military 

formula. How can he kill the descendants of the Xiao family? 
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Xiao light Yan is also pretty facial expression change, loosen the arm of leaf Chen, back two steps, only 

afraid leaf Chen will agree. 

 

Once Ye Chen agrees, she plans to run away immediately, nature won't sit and wait to die. 

 

Fight is sure to beat, now ye Chen strength is too terrible, if really want to kill her, don't use the second 

move. 

 

Ye Chen thinks for a while, to nine destroy demon emperor way: "demon emperor elder, this request, 

please forgive me can't promise." 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Xiao Qingyan suddenly breathed a sigh of relief. Her chest was up and down, 

and a cold sweat came out on her forehead. She said with a smile, "Lord of reincarnation, I really didn't 

see you wrong." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor ha ha a smile, way: "how, this girl is your lover?" 

 

"No," he said 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor way: "that is your very good friend?" 



 

Ye Chen said: "it's a friend, but it's not so good." 

 

Jiumie demon emperor said: "that's it. Why do you refuse me? Kill her to show your sincerity. I'll make 

an alliance with you immediately. If you are short of women, there are many fox women and cat women 

in my blood demon clan. They are all beautiful and moist. You can choose them. " 

 

Ye Chen said: "if I don't kill her, I don't want to go against the heart of Tao. I'll ask the elder demon 

emperor for another request. I'll try my best to do it." 

 

Xiao light Yan Hear ye Chen words, the heart is greatly grateful, hazy night shrouded in Ye Chen body, in 

her eyes actually have a kind of sacred glory. 

 

She used to like Ye Chen, just for the sake of interests, really just want to squeeze Ye Chen, but now she 

has a different feeling. 

 

Jiumie demon emperor's face changed and he said, "reincarnation Lord, you don't want to cooperate 

sincerely after all. You want to conspire with Tianjun family to kill our demon clan orthodoxy, do you?" 

 

Speaking of the end, the tone of jiumie demon emperor was very severe, and he was already wary of 

hostility. 

 

In the sky, the devil, the ancient god and the black dead bird were also on guard, whistling together. 

 

In an instant, from the mountains and valleys of the blood demon mountain range, the bugles of war 

came out. Many night forks, demon foxes, cattle demons and monsters, and all kinds of monsters and 

ghosts were active and rushed to the front of the mountain gate. 

 

For a moment, ye Chen was all around, all of them were elite disciples of the blood demon clan. 

 

He and Xiao Qingyan are completely surrounded. 

 



"Master demon emperor, what do you want to do?" 

 

Ye Chen cold voice way. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor ha ha a smile, way: "I suddenly changed my mind, rather than cooperate 

with you, it is better to directly kill you, devour your reincarnation blood, in this way, my blood demon 

clan, then can break through the restriction of no war, rush out, sweep the whole earth heart, dominate 

the world!" 

 

Ye Chen has the great fortune of reincarnation, and the nine demons emperor does not dare to kill him. 

But now, ye Chen refuses to kill Xiao Qingyan. In his eyes, he has no sincerity to cooperate. 

 

Well, he's not polite. He just wants to fight. 

 

After all, the blood demon mountain range, but his territory, relying on the geomantic omen, may really 

have a chance to kill Ye Chen and take his blood. 

 

"You want to do it?" 

 

Ye Chen's face pulled to move for a while, pull out long yuan sky sword, concentrate on guard. 

 

The demon clan is famous for its ferocity, but he didn't expect that the nine demon exterminators didn't 

agree with each other, so he wanted to kill them. 

 

"Hey, I gave you a chance. If you don't cherish it, don't blame me for being ruthless!" 

 

The nine kill demon emperor laughs coldly, and his black robe floats with the wind. At this moment, the 

nine headed snake totem on his robe actually comes to life. It turns into a huge nightmare like shadow 

and sits on his head. 

 

"Ten thousand snakes eat soul array, open!" 

 



Nine destroy demon emperor a violent drink, bone stick a wave, a magnificent dark array, at the foot of 

Ye Chen and Xiao light Yan, immediately bloom out. 

 

"Ouch!" 

 

Xiao light Yan exclaimed, but saw that in the big array, there are countless colorful poisonous snakes, 

crazy out, the number of hundreds of millions, tangled together, very terrible. 

 

When ye Chen is in danger, he will send Xiao Qingyan out of the array with his backhand. 

 

"Ancient poison pulse, I suppressed it!" 

 

Then, ye Chen suddenly drank, and the ancient poison God pulse was opened to the extreme. The fierce 

poison fog rushed out of his meridian, with an ancient samsara of dignity, and killed the poisonous 

snakes that came out of the ten thousand snake soul eating array. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen got the chance of the wind emperor. Relying on the ancient jade, the tablet was 

transformed smoothly. Otherwise, he would be very uncomfortable in the face of the poisonous snake 

array of the nine demons emperor. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor see ye Chen, incredibly relaxed to dissolve own array, can't help facial 

expression a Shen. 

 

"Well, let's see my real strength. It's said that you killed the emperor and broke the army. I'll see if you 

can kill me today." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor snorted, strode out, body like a ghost general, suddenly killed in front of 

Ye Chen, bone stick with gray old poison gas, stick tip toward Ye Chen chest point. 

 



Ye Chen flies away, but unexpectedly, jiumie demon emperor's arm is suddenly lengthened, like a snake 

bouncing, and suddenly stretches over. The sharp end of the bone stick is about to pierce Ye Chen's 

heart. 

 

"No!" 

 

Ye Chen's face changed. In the crisis, he opened the red dust pulse. Geng Jin's essence burst out and 

turned into a set of gold armor to cover his body. 

 

Click! 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor bone stick a little, sharp strength is penetrating, will leaf Chen whole set 

gold armor, all thoroughly smash. 

 

Ye Chen felt a sharp pain in his heart. He couldn't breathe and almost fainted. 
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With the help of the red dust, he didn't get hurt, but he was also attacked by the nine demon emperor, 

and almost vomited blood. 

 

The nine demon exterminators are the terrible strongmen of the two levels of heaven in the hundred 

flail realm. If we ignore Qi Yun and simply use the fighting power of supernatural powers, he is even one 

level higher than xuanjiyue. 

 

It's a world of difference for a strong man like baijiejing to be one level higher. 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, he can kill the strong one in the first level of the hundred flail realm, 

but in the face of the strong one in the second level, he is extremely hard and has almost no chance of 

winning. 

 



It's a big gap! 

 

Nine exterminate demon Emperor just at random a blow, leaf Chen all a bit can't stand. 

 

"Yes, you are proud enough to survive my attack." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor to nod, this fight, he already felt Ye Chen's martial arts inside story, really 

is incomparably deep. 

 

Although the superficial cultivation is only four levels of heaven in the real realm, the real combat power 

is enough to kill the strong one in the hundred flail realm. 

 

And ye Chen's luck is too deep to be killed. 

 

Fortunately, this is the territory of the blood demon mountain range, and the nine demon exterminators 

occupy absolute advantage. 

 

Depending on the effect of geomantic omen of earth vein, ye Chen's blessing of qi movement can be 

counteracted. 

 

That is to say, nine destroy demon emperor is sure to win, almost can be said to crush Ye Chen. 

 

"The demon emperor is powerful!" 

 

Many elders and elite disciples all cheered and cheered in unison. They also saw the favorable situation. 

 

If you can kill Ye Chen and devour reincarnation blood, it's enough to make the whole blood demon clan 

degenerate. 

 

And Xiao light Yan, see ye Chen in the downwind, but it is incomparable worry and horror, only afraid of 

Ye Chen accident. 



 

Once Ye Chen was defeated, she could not survive. 

 

"Master, are you all right?" 

 

Blood dragon see ye Chen's appearance, also a little anxious worry. 

 

"Manifesting the true body, the waves devour the sky!" 

 

At this time, the jiumie demon emperor took advantage of the victory to chase after him. In a flash of his 

body, he showed the real body of the hydra. I don't know how huge it is. Every body of the hydra is as 

terrible as the blood dragon. 

 

Nine huge snake heads hissed and puffed their red tongues. Nine snake bodies danced and rolled up 

their vigorous Qi, just like nine waves. The storm roared and stormed towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Blood dragon, help me!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth and immediately waved the Longyuan sky sword. 

 

"Well, master! Wanxiangtianshu, open 

 

The blood dragon sits on the body of the sword and integrates with the Longyuan Heavenly Sword. It 

directly opens the Wanxiang heavenly book. On the body of the sword, there are many ancient Sutra 

runes, and the power of the whole sword soars. 

 

"Douzi Jue, break the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen roared and slashed wildly with his sword. Jiutian Shenshu was released. Douzi Jue broke out to 

the extreme. A golden and bright fighting spirit covered the sword. 

 



The sword cut out wildly. Under the fierce shock, it seemed that even the sky would be broken. The 

Dragon roared and the momentum was brilliant. 

 

The nine demon exterminators roared fiercely, but they were not afraid at all. The nine snake heads 

came from different directions with terrible storm spirit. 

 

Ye Chen sweeps wildly with his sword. Suddenly, five snake heads are cut off with his sword, and blood 

splashes. 

 

However, there are still four snake heads in jiumie demon emperor's mouth. 

 

Ye Chen and the blood dragon are both bitten by the snake, and their bodies are dripping with blood 

and painfully. 

 

The snake's head, which was cut off by jiumie demon emperor, wriggled with flesh and blood, grew up 

again and recovered in the blink of an eye. 

 

In the second level heaven of Baiji realm, ye Chen's constitution and blood are too strong. Unless ye 

Chen can cut off his nine heads in one sword, he can't be killed. 

 

"Haha, Lord of reincarnation, how about it?" 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor stares at Ye Chen, Leng Sen Sen laughs. 

 

Just the battle, he succeeded in yechen and blood dragon, left a tragic bite wound, the wound is still 

bleeding, shocking. 

 

And he didn't get hurt too much. 

 

Even if ye Chendou's word Jue breaks out and cooperates with the blood dragon Wanxiang heavenly 

script, it can't really hurt the jiumie demon emperor. 

 



The gap between the realms is too big. 

 

"Is this the strength of the second tier heaven in baijiejing?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart is like falling to the bottom of the valley, almost a sense of despair. 

 

He can kill one layer in seconds, but he can't beat the other. If he's one layer short, it's almost a world 

apart and can't be crossed. 

 

"I'll give you a good time and die!" 

 

Jiumie demon emperor's body shakes again and turns into human shape again. Like a dark ghost, he flies 

across the sky and grabs Ye Chen's tianlinggai with his claws. 

 

Looking at his appearance, it seems that he wants to crush Ye Chen's tianlinggai directly and kill Ye 

Chen's body and spirit together! 

 

Ye Chen only feels chilly overhead, and the crisis of life and death comes. 

 

"Don't hurt my master!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen Dantian, there are two terrible energy rushed out. 

 

That's double pupil nightmare, Xiao Huang, and Xiao Hei! 

 

The two pupil nightmare is like an ancient lion demon, while Xiaohei is like an ancient ape, with two 

giant beasts, whose body shape is obvious, like two Guardian gods, protecting Ye Chen. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor a palm to kill in the air, by small yellow and small black joint block. 

 



"Why?" 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor a burst of surprise, hurriedly back, scanning Xiaohuang and Xiaohei, only 

feel these two giant beast body, blood is extraordinary. 

 

If these two guys are full of resources, plus chance, they may soon surpass him! 

 

Is the existence around the reincarnation Lord so adverse? 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, is that your card?" 

 

If Xiaohuang and Xiaohei are all trained to the peak, then even the jiumieyao emperor is hard to match. 

 

But now, no matter Xiao Huang or Xiao Hei, there is a huge gap between their strength and that of the 

jiumie demon emperor. 

 

"Master, you go first, we'll stop him!" 

 

Double pupil nightmare small yellow looked at Ye Chen one eye, blue red double pupil full of 

determination, deeply feel nine destroy demon emperor powerful. 

 

Today, I'm afraid it's not easy to retreat completely. 

 

If you can't, you'll blow yourself up! It's good to suppress the strong one! 

 

Xiaohei is also guarding in front, facing the jiumie demon emperor. 

 

Chaos burst out all over the body, just like a chaotic beast! 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor ha ha a smile, way: "need not go, today you all stay here!" 



 

As soon as the words were finished, the jiumie demon emperor waved his bone staff and attacked again 

in the air. His body was full of demons and moved the sky, shaking the heaven and the earth. The 

strength of the two-tier heaven in Baiji realm was shown to the extreme. 

 

Both Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei's looks changed greatly, and they only felt the tremendous pressure. Even 

with their strength, they were extremely hard to face the nine demon emperor. 

 

The gap between realms is really too big. 

 

"Bing Zi Jue, Dou Zi Jue, go!" 

 

Ye Chen clenches his teeth and makes the final fight. The reincarnation of blood burns. As soon as he 

steps on his foot, the breath of Bing Zi Jue and Dou Zi Jue is released at the same time, and converges 

into a sharp breath. It's like a sword, fighting through the sky and killing the nine demons. 

 

He knew that he would not be the opponent of the demon emperor, but now, he had no choice but to 

fight! 
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"Well, what's the use of the nine heavenly gods? In the absolute realm of the gap, unless you have 

thousands of hands, otherwise everything is false 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor disdain a look, bone stick break to kill but come out, and ye Chen's Dou 

Bing Gang Qi collide together. 

 

Bang! 

 

Almost at the moment of collision, ye Chen's fighting spirit suddenly burst into pieces. 

 



"Today, you all die here for me!" 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor's face is ferocious, roar wildly. 

 

Above the sky, the demon, the ancient god and the black dead bird all release their vast aura. 

 

This aura, turned into energy, poured into the body of jiumie demon emperor. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor originally strong, now get two elder's help, more appear evil spirit 

towering, fierce and powerful. 

 

The bone stick in his hand seemed to come to life, with the virtual shadow of the totem of the hydra, 

tumbling and roaring. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

The next moment, the jiumie demon emperor waved out his wand and scattered light and shadow. The 

fierce black awns, like crossbows, shot at Ye Chen, Xuelong, Xiaohuang, Xiaohei and others. 

 

Ye Chen and other people's looks have changed greatly. Under the huge gap of realm, and the 

suppression of the earth and Qi, they can't move and are ready to die. 

 

Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei's eyes are full of determination! 

 

They are not afraid of the strong! 

 

Even more not allowed, this person to master hand! 

 

If they step into perfection, they can even destroy the hundred strong in a flash! 

 



But now, obviously, it can't be done! 

 

Although they have the ability to destroy the nine demon emperors, if they use it, it means that they will 

disappear in the world! 

 

It's a pity that we didn't witness the master's stepping on the ruins and dominating everything! 

 

But if the master is really in danger, the big deal will dissipate between heaven and earth! 

 

Xiao light Yan outside the battle circle, completely changed color, completely did not expect, ye Chen 

actually will fall here. 

 

Her heart big regret, if she doesn't follow Ye Chen, don't disturb words. 

 

Perhaps, now ye Chen, has already formed an alliance with the nine destroy demon emperor, and will 

not turn against each other. 

 

Boom! 

 

And at the moment of Ye Chen's life and death, there was a thunderclap in his body. 

 

A huge, vast, invincible and powerful figure slowly rose out of his body. 

 

That is the virtual shadow of the supreme generation, the ancestor of the sky demon! 

 

"Boy, you really want me to save you." 

 

"I don't want you to fall so fast." 

 



"But I've saved you too many times. Your growth speed is undoubtedly against the sky for others, but it's 

too slow for me." 

 

Speaking of this, the eyes of the demon ancestor Xu Ying were light and looked in one direction. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

"Just a mole ant, dare to touch this boy." 

 

The first ancestor of TIANYAO gave a cold hum. He looked at the black awn shot by jiumie demon 

emperor and pressed it lightly. It seemed that the black awn was crushed by an invisible force and 

quickly turned into nothingness. 

 

The demon emperor of Baijia realm, for the ancestor of TIANYAO, is still a mole ant! 

 

What is the ancestor of the demon! 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Jiumie demon emperor opened his mouth and spewed out blood, which was also oppressed by 

TIANYAO's hand. His internal organs almost burst, his eyes were round, and there were even some 

internal organs in the blood. 

 

The sky demon this palm, unexpectedly make him seriously injured! 

 

"This is..." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor looking at day demon huge figure, thoroughly shocked, complexion pale. 

 

It was a blood pressure from the depths of the soul! 



 

At this moment, he felt that he was not a demon emperor at all, but a boat about to be swallowed in the 

sea! 

 

In the sky, the demon, the ancient god and the black dead bird, looking at the figure of the demon, were 

also shocked to the extreme. 

 

In the sky demon body set off, no matter they, or nine kill demon emperor, are as small as ants. 

 

There are also many monsters and ghosts in the blood demon mountains, which are just like ants. No 

matter how many they are, they can't match the fierce look of the sky demon. 

 

"A group of ants like existence, dare to hurt my people?" 

 

The sky demon's eyes scan the whole scene, with the awe inspiring majesty. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor cold sweat Cen Cen, he knows that ye Chen body has Xuan demon blood, 

also has the body of the day demon, but did not expect to be able to show the figure of the day demon. 

 

Once the sky demon comes out, ten thousand demons will surrender. 

 

This is the legendary ancestor of the demon clan. 

 

The supreme ancestor of the demon clan in the world! 

 

The forefather of demon clan opened up the era of countless demon clans in the world! 

 

Even if it is nine destroy demon emperor, face at the moment day demon, is also breathing suffocation, 

no resistance ability. 

 



"Master TIANYAO..." 

 

Ye Chen sees the body of the day demon, also stay a stay. 

 

He naturally knew the power of the demon, but he didn't expect to be so powerful. 

 

You know, the jiumie demon emperor is the strong one in the second heaven of Baiji realm. He is 

completely crushing yechen. 

 

And the sky demon completely crushed the nine demon emperor. 

 

"The first ancestor of TIANYAO is here, please be worshipped by villains!" 

 

Jiumie demon emperor knelt down and saluted to TIANYAO. 

 

In the blood demon mountain range, all the demon disciples also knelt down to surrender, and dare not 

disobey. 

 

The sky demon is the supreme in the myth and legend of the blood demon family, representing the 

supremacy of the demon family. 

 

At the moment, the demon is born, and no one dares to be presumptuous. 

 

"Nine destroy demon emperor, reincarnation of the Lord is my people, you even want to kill him, should 

what crime?" 

 

The sky demon stares at nine destroy demon emperor, the voice is fierce to drink to ask. 

 

"The villain knows his sin, please forgive the God demon ancestor!" 

 



Nine destroy demon emperor full head cold sweat, way. 

 

He shrunk his palm in his sleeve robe, and countless thoughts flashed in his heart, considering whether 

to call the blood demon ancestor to fight against the sky demon. 

 

He has a generation of demons. Naturally, he is not willing to surrender to others. Here is his territory. 

He occupies all the time, the land and the people, and the demons are just a shadow. 

 

Noumenon is unstoppable, but virtual shadow is not invincible! 

 

If you summon the ancestor of the blood demon clan to come, combined with Qi luck, it is not known 

who will win. 

 

"You don't have to pay much attention to summon your blood demon ancestor to come. It's also death. 

Why kill yourself?" 

 

The sky demon light way. 

 

Hearing these words, nine destroy demon emperor's head boom, such as lightning strike, a blank, but 

did not expect that the day demon between a glance, actually penetrated his mind. 

 

The sky demon stares at the nine destroy demon emperor, and continues: "you are originally from the 

demon family. You are my people. I don't want to cause more killing. Don't challenge my bottom line." 

 

Between the words, the air of the demons permeates the sky and the earth. The evil spirit sweeps the 

sky and the sky. The wind roars in the void. On the sky, there are hundreds of millions of demons. They 

are vaguely floating and ready to move, which is shocking. 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor heartbroken, immediately convergence all the idea of resistance, way: "I 

don't know what the demon ancestor ordered? I will listen to you 

 



The demon nodded and said, "the Lord of reincarnation is my man. He wants to make an alliance with 

you. You promise to make an alliance." 

 

Jiumie demon emperor hesitated for a few seconds, finally nodded and said: "yes!" 

 

He immediately agreed to form an alliance and respected Ye Chen. 
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Heaven demon said: "you and reincarnation of the Lord to form an alliance, also good for your blood 

demon clan." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor way: "yes." 

 

Tian Yao narrowed her eyes slightly and said, "I heard that at the beginning of your blood demon clan's 

birth, there was a piece of zhenmieyao stone. I'm very interested in that zhenmieyao stone. Can you 

give it to me?" 

 

"Zhenmieyao stone..." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor to hear this, but is silent and hesitant, obviously that town destroy Demon 

Stone is not small, he can't send out casually. 

 

The sky demon way: "how, you refuse?" 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor pan think for a while, way: "the sky demon is supreme, that town destroy 

Demon Stone, have my blood demon clan ancestor protection, ban heavy, not I don't want to give you, 

but really can't take out." 

 

The sky demon said: "are you watched by the blood demon ancestors? If you can't take it out, we'll take 

it out ourselves. " 



 

Jiumie demon emperor thought about it. The zhenmie Demon Stone is the treasure of the blood demon 

clan. If it is given to others easily, his sin is not small. 

 

But if ye Chen and Tian Yao go to get it by themselves, if they can break the ban and prove that they 

have been allowed by the ancestors, the responsibility for the loss of the treasure is not on him. 

 

"Yes, the ancestor of TIANYAO, the Lord of reincarnation. If you are interested in zhenmieyao stone, you 

can get it." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor promise to come down, in the heart think again: "that town exterminates 

Demon Stone to forbid heavy, you dare to offend, be forbidden to kill, that also no wonder me." 

 

He knew that the ancestor of the demon was powerful, but it was only a shadow after all. Behind the 

stone, there was the protection of the ancestor of the blood demon clan. Under the pressure of the 

blood demon ancestor, outsiders would dare to offend him. It was a dead end. 

 

The sky demon way: "very good, leaf Chen, go in." 

 

Finish saying, day demon finger a little, the Mountain Gate of blood demon mountain range forbids 

system, instant hole opens. 

 

Ye Chen exclaimed at the strength of the demon, and immediately rode the blood Dragon into the 

mountains. 

 

Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei return to Ye Chen's body. 

 

And Xiao Qingyan was waiting outside. 

 

She witnessed the day demon this world, more amazing Ye Chen bottom card is strong, such a 

dangerous situation, unexpectedly can also have the opportunity to kill. 

 



Soon, ye Chen enters the blood demon mountain range and follows the instructions of the demon to the 

depth of the mountain range. 

 

But here is a valley. 

 

In the valley, there is a pool. 

 

The pool is cold, but there is a stone in it. 

 

The stone is blood red, reflecting the water like blood. There are runes floating on the water like ripples. 

It is obviously a very strict prohibition. 

 

"That's it. Take away the spirit stone. This spirit stone is the key to the layout. If you have a chance, take 

it to the dark forbidden sea and give it to an existence called demon saint in the world." 

 

The sky demon sends a sound to Ye Chen and sends out a direction. 

 

"The dark forbids the sea, demon saint?" 

 

When ye Chen heard this, he felt awe inspiring. 

 

The dark forbidden sea is the boundless territory of the demon ancestor, which is full of danger. 

 

It's obviously not easy to find a demon saint in that place and give him the demon killing stone. 

 

"The sky demon way:" right, quick start, take away town to destroy Demon Stone. " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were fixed, looking at the layers of prohibition scattered on the water, and said: "this 

town's demon killing stone has multiple prohibitions to protect, I'm afraid it's not easy to seize." 

 



The sky demon way: "no harm, you reach out to take directly, have me in, who dares to be 

presumptuous?" 

 

When ye Chen heard the words of the demon, he was determined and said, "good!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chenfei went down and reached for the zhenmieyao stone. 

 

Strange to say, as soon as his palm touched the surface of the water, the layers of prohibition suddenly 

spread, as if he was afraid of something. 

 

Ye Chen has no hindrance, easily got the Zhen Mie Demon Stone, weighed for a while, only feel this 

spirit stone, the blood gas and the demon gas are extremely rich, obviously not ordinary things. 

 

But he didn't know what the secret was. 

 

"I have it, master TIANYAO." 

 

"Well, put it away, go to the dark forbidden sea in the future, and find a way to give it to the demon 

saint." 

 

"Yes." 

 

Ye Chen collected the zhenmieyao stone in the picture of huangquan, then left here and returned to the 

outside world. 

 

On returning to the outside, ye Chen obviously felt that the Qi transportation of the blood demon 

mountains had weakened a lot. 

 

Obviously, the stone of killing demons in that town is very important. Behind it is the geomantic omen of 

the blood demon mountains. 

 



After ye Chen took it away, the veins here were also affected. 

 

Jiumie demon emperor's face changed and said, "Lord of reincarnation, did you take away the zhenmie 

Demon Stone?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "yes, thank you for your gift." 

 

Jiumie demon emperor's face changed. After a long time, he sighed and said, "since it's God's will, take 

it. Now that we are allies, I will help you, but I hope you don't forget the kindness of my blood demon 

clan." 

 

Ye Chen said: "please rest assured, elder. I will repay you with the spring." 

 

Nine destroy demon emperor to nod, in the heart a burst of gratification, he is naturally believe Ye 

Chen's reincarnation promise. 

 

In the next few days, ye Chen stayed in the blood demon mountains to discuss the details of the alliance, 

how to fight against xuanjiyue, how to fight against the Lord of the verdict, how to fight against wanxu 

and so on. 

 

In addition, ye Chen took out part of the holy water of the yellow spring and watered it in the blood 

demon mountains to make up for their loss of Qi transportation of zhenmieyao stone, which was 

regarded as a compensation. 

 

The whole sky demon mountain range, under the holy water of the yellow spring, is covered with the 

breath of the yellow spring. 

 

Over time, if ye Chen is in charge of reincarnation, the mountain will surely benefit a lot. 

 

After everything is settled, ye Chen leaves the blood demon mountain range. 

 

Xiao Qingyan has already gone back, and ye Chen is ready to return to the ancestral land of Fengjia. 
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…… 

 

At this time, a strange woman has been walking in the heart of the earth for several days. 

 

This strange woman is the disciple of wanxu, the ancestor of Yuchi Yao, yulinghan! 

 

Ye Chen killed the Yuhuang and broke the army. It has been spread all over the world. Many disciples of 

the holy hall have witnessed the whole process, so the details of the battle are very detailed. 

 

After several days of investigation, Yu Linghan had known all the information. 

 

"It turns out that the reincarnation master is so strong." 

 

"This is the true realm. It has such fighting power. If you enter Baijia realm, how many shackles should 

you break? Will it reach ninety? " 

 

Yu Linghan hears that ye Chen holds the dragon Yuan Sky Sword and cooperates with the blood dragon, 

but his heart is shocked. 

 

In addition, she also heard a lot of information about the leader of the ruling, xuanjiyue, Tianjun family 

and so on. She planned to return to wanxu and report everything to yuhuanggudi. 

 

Such important information, she must let the emperor know. 

 

Thinking of the successful completion of the task, she has made great contributions. She must be 

rewarded and become a true biography of wanxu. I can't help but feel extremely excited. 



 

"Miss, I feel a strange breath." 

 

But when the rain spirit cold wants to leave, the dark hell inflammation in her body, but spreads out a 

forest voice. 

 

Dark Ming Yan transpiration, into a magic child like figure, appeared in front of the rain cold. 

 

"I feel the existence of the same kind. Someone here has the fire of Tao and spirit. If I can swallow it, I 

will become powerful." 

 

The Devil boy, with a ferocious face, gave a greedy grin and licked his lips. 

 

"What Yu Linghan was very surprised. You know, a large part of the reason why she became a disciple of 

wanxu and was entrusted with important tasks was the fire of Daoling. 

 

The fire of Tao spirit is a rare thing in the supreme world! 

 

Now there are people in charge of this earth! 

 

If swallowed, their strength will advance by leaps and bounds! 

 

"How about the other side's accomplishments?" 

 

Rain Ling cold eyes, but also emerged a trace of greed. 

 

This time, she was in no hurry to leave. 

 

That demon boy Jie a smile, way: "only return true realm four layer sky, mole ant a just." 

 



The rain spirit cold vision a bright, way: "incredibly so weak small? Hehe, that's God's help. Where is that 

man? " 

 

Only if it is true that the sky is four levels, you can kill it by the means of rain and cold. 

 

It can be destroyed even in a moment. 

 

If you kill the other person and snatch the fire of the other person's spirit, her cultivation will advance by 

leaps and bounds. 

 

However, there are still many doubts in her heart. 

 

The fire of Daoling is not something that ordinary people can have. It's really strange to see it in a real 

world. 

 

"Over here." 

 

The magic boy, who is transformed by the dark hell, guides the way to the rain spirit cold. 

 

Rain Ling cold nod, immediately along the instructions, quickly tear void to go. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, ye Chen is preparing to return to the ancestral land of Fengjia, and suddenly feels that there 

is a murderous spirit and crisis approaching. 

 

"Young master, someone is coming!" 

 

"I feel like they're coming for me." 

 



Yan xuan'er, who hasn't made a sound for a long time, suddenly makes an alert voice, and she also feels 

the danger. 

 

Ye Chen's body is a Zheng: "to you?" 

 

He has many enemies in the heart of the earth. Xuanjiyue, wanxu, and the ruler of the verdict may 

attack him secretly, but Yan xuan'er is just a fire spirit. How can anyone come at her? 

 

Yan xuan'er hesitated for a few seconds and said, "the other party is of the same kind." 

 

For a moment, ye Chen's expression is extremely ferocious! 

 

Is there someone in the heart of the earth in charge of the fire of the Tao spirit? 

 

How could that be! 

 

"Yan xuan'er, is it another fire of spirit?" 

 

Ye Chen faintly catches something and stops his body. 

 

Yan xuan'er hasn't answered yet, but he sees the void tearing. A woman full of black inflammation 

comes down. 

 

This woman, of course, is the rain Ling cold. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Rain Ling cold see ye Chen, immediately surprised. 

 

When she saw Ye Chen for the first time, she did not recognize the identity of the Lord of reincarnation. 



 

However, ye Chen's breath, although it is only the four layers of heaven in the real world, is absolutely 

not ordinary people because of its deep and powerful Qi and its integration with heaven and earth. 

 

Out of the cultivator's intuition, Yu Linghan even finds that if ye Chen wants to kill her, he doesn't need 

to use the second move. 

 

The hair on her back stood up inexplicably. 

 

All cold sweat, can not stop shivering, like a rabbit, saw the tiger, there is a blood of fear and fear. 

 

It's a sense of danger and killing! 

 

Not long after she entered Baijia realm, she said that she was an outsider, and some of her 

accomplishments were suppressed by the rules. Although the suppression was not big, it was still 

dangerous to meet an expert. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen's vision a change, from see rain work properly the first eye of cold, he has a kind of very 

disgusting feeling. 

 

On the other side, there is the smell of wanxu temple! 

 

Even from Yu Linghan, ye Chen also captures the cause and effect of the demon emperor, Yu chiyao and 

others! 

 

"Are you from wanxu?" 

 

"You killed yuchiyao?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are wide open. Under the insight of heaven, almost in an instant, he sees the picture of 

Yu Linghan tormenting Yu chiyao and burning each other's body. 

 

Angry and frightened, ye Chen immediately pulls out the Longyuan sky sword. 

 

Teng! 

 

The fire of Taoist spirit, Yan xuan'er, the breath covers the dragon Yuan sky sword, and the sword body 

bursts into a blazing fire. 

 

"Ah, Longyuan sky sword! You are the Lord of reincarnation 

 

The rain works properly cold to see the leaf Chen draw a sword, immediately frighten to have no human 

color, the sharp voice screams miserably. 

 

She thought that when she met a soft persimmon, she could grasp it at will, seize the fire of the other 

side's Tao spirit, and strengthen herself. She didn't expect to meet Ye Chen. 

 

Why does this guy have the fire of Taoism? 

 

The information before investigation never appeared. 

 

Yu Linghan doesn't know that ye Chen has too many cards. Even these days, her investigation is 

extremely detailed, and it's impossible to master all the cards Ye Chen has! 

 

Now, it's a coincidence that ye Chen and wanxu temple are destined to meet. 

 

Yu Linghan's body trembled violently. 

 

She is very clear that ye Chen's terrible, can kill the emperor to break the army, that wants to kill her, 

won't be much more difficult than to crush an ant. 



 

Although Ye Chen's superficial accomplishments are only four levels of heaven in the real world, his real 

combat power is enough to kill himself in the present hundred flail world. 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

The rain spirit cold panics unceasingly, immediately turns to tear the void, escapes. 

 

"Want to run?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and his feet stepped on it. The big starry sky burst out, quickly covering 

thousands of miles, blocking all the void. 

 

The rain spirit cold wants to escape, but bumps into Ye Chen's star sky barrier. 

 

She looked back at Ye Chen and saw his fierce and terrible figure. With cold sweat on his forehead, she 

kept retreating and said, "Lord of reincarnation, please forgive me! I am willing to surrender and give all 

for you 
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She didn't even have the courage to fight. 

 

Ye Chen's breath is really terrible. Even if yu Linghan is a strong man in Baiji realm, he is not suppressed 

too much by foreign rules, but in front of Ye Chen, he is nothing but a mole ant. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't move, the vision is cold to the extreme, a sword to the rain Ling cold cut down. 



 

Rain Ling cold pupil contraction, did not expect Ye Chen so heartless. 

 

Ye Chen's sword is full of the fire of Taoism and Yan xuan'er's blazing. The wind of the sword is like a 

flame, and its momentum is not appropriate. 

 

Yu Linghan knew that he would not be defeated, but he did not want to wait for his death. 

 

"Dark sword!" 

 

She urged the dark flame to cover the body of the sword and killed it with a backhand sword. 

 

The black fire of the Taoist spirit is burning violently, and the vision of the ferocious Devil boy is 

transformed. 

 

That dark hell inflammation, obviously also feel life and death crisis, so burst out all the energy. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Ye Chen is dismissive, Longyuan Epee with the fire of the spirit, no fancy sword cut out, the sword body 

reflects the sky, more a kind of fantastic spectacle. 

 

Zheng! 

 

The sky sword cuts down, the long sword of rain spirit cold, be cut off by Ye Chen instantly. 

 

"Ah 

 

Yu Linghan screamed, and her body was also cut by Longyuan Tianjian. In the air, her blood splattered, 

and she died in an instant. 



 

Ye Chen kills the body and soul of Yu Linghan with a sword. It doesn't take much effort. 

 

Although the other side is a strong one in Baiji realm, and controls the fire of Daoling, in Ye Chen's eyes, 

it is a mole ant after all. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

Yan xuan'er's fire of Daoling burns, and the cold body of Yuling turns into ashes, which are scattered in 

the wind. 

 

"Miss!" 

 

The evil boy, who was in the dark, was shocked and pale. Seeing the death of Yu Linghan, he quickly 

turned and fled to the sky. 

 

However, the whole sky is covered by the vast sky of Ye Chen, where can it escape? 

 

Ye Chen heart read a move, a star big fingerprints, fall from the starry sky, the dark Ming Yan capture. 

 

The starlight is blazing, the dark consciousness is wiped out by Ye Chen, leaving only a wisp of original 

black flame suspended in Ye Chen's palm. 

 

"Here you are, xuan'er!" 

 

Ye Chen presents this wisp of black flame to Yan xuan'er. 

 

"Thank you, young master!" 

 



Yan xuan'er happily thanks, merges the dark hell inflammation, returns to Ye Chen's body, and is ready 

to devour refining. 

 

This dark flame is also the fire of Taoist spirit. If she refines it, it will be of great benefit to her cultivation. 

 

For ye Chen, it also has great benefits. 

 

You know, the fire of Daoling is very rare, even in the supreme world. 

 

If ye Chen absorbed the cold fire of the rain spirit, his cultivation might be able to degenerate under the 

nourishment of the fire of the Tao spirit. 

 

"Young master, it will take me about seven days to engulf the dark hell. Wait for me!" 

 

Yan xuan'er sends a message to Ye Chen. 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen smiles, waiting for Yan xuan'er to swallow the refining success, he will also get benefits. 

 

The battle ended easily. Ye Chen almost killed Yu Linghan by crushing him. Thinking that he was a 

disciple of wanxu, ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief and thought: 

 

"Fortunately, I was lucky enough to kill the investigation disciple of wanxu in the end. Otherwise, the 

news from her would be spread back and the consequences would be unimaginable." 

 

Ye Chen has deduced that Yu Linghan is a disciple of wanxu temple. He is ordered to investigate the 

affairs of the earth. 

 

Now ye Chen killed her, cut off wanxu's intelligence, and can get temporary security, which shows his 

good luck. 



 

If he doesn't come to the alliance of blood demon clan, I'm afraid he won't run into Yu Linghan. Even Yu 

Linghan returns to the supreme world with his own news. 

 

Before long, the powerful layout of wanxu will come. 

 

At that time, even if the first ancestor of the demon and the old man do it, they may not be able to 

protect themselves. 

 

Ye Chen is about to leave. Suddenly, he finds something. He glances at a mountain in the distance and 

says in a cold voice, "xuanjiyue, when are you going to hide? Come out 

 

Just fighting with Yu Linghan, ye Chen has sensed that there are people around, but it's not Xiao 

Qingyan. 

 

Under careful induction, he already knew that the peeping man was xuanjiyue! 

 

Ye Chen is to want to know very much, with own current actual strength, kill Xuan Ji month to need how 

many moves. 

 

The outcome of the battle is certain. With Ye Chen's current strength, xuanjiyue can't defeat him. 

 

After the mountains, a figure shakes for a while, then quickly tears the void and disappears. It is 

xuanjiyue. 

 

This is not her territory, she naturally dare not fight with Ye Chen, otherwise it is no different from 

seeking death. 

 

"There will be a war between you and me, and when can we hide?" 

 

Ye Chen sneer, also don't chase, return to the wind home ancestral land. 



 

…… 

 

At the same time, xuanjiyue flies away all the way, and her pretty face is slightly pale. 

 

"This boy, he's growing up so fast!" 

 

Xuanjiyue bit her teeth, and her heart was full of reluctance and trembling. 

 

Ye Chen grows up too fast. At the beginning, she can kill Ye Chen easily, but now the situation is 

completely reversed. It's her who is abused. 

 

In her heart, there are many complex emotions, such as shock, horror, despair, reluctance, anger, regret 

and so on. 

 

Now she wants to fight against Ye Chen, more and more difficult, must move as soon as possible, 

otherwise time delays, the gap will only be bigger and bigger. 

 

"I'd better go back outside and talk to Emperor Shitian." 

 


